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With the advancement of technology, many companies provide customization facilities to customers. 'is facility provides a vast
variety to customers which enhances the level of customer satisfaction. 'is approach helps various technologically advanced
companies to increase their profit. In this paper, a dual-channel supply chain model is developed with the aforementioned
customization strategy with the target of increasing the profit of the firm. In dual-channel, the core or standard product is
provided to the customer through a traditional retail channel, whereas the customized product is made available through the
online channel. 'is article incorporates a modification in the existing dual-channel policy on the number of customers that
switch between the offline and online channels. Moreover, a preassigned threshold value is also assumed which signifies the
decrease in demand that takes place if the difference between the selling price of offline and online channels crosses a fixed
specified threshold value. In addition to that, due to fluctuation and uncertainty of demand, both variability and randomness may
occur simultaneously. 'us, the price-sensitive stochastic demand is considered to develop the dual-channel centralized supply
chain model with customization. A max-min distribution-free approach is applied to deal with the randomness and variability of
demand. 'e model is analyzed and validated with numerical experiments and graphical analysis. Consequently, the article
concluded that it is better to adopt a dual-channel supply chain policy for better profitability than the traditional single-channel
supply chain as this firm will be able to provide customized products to customers. Moreover, if the difference between the selling
prices of the offline and online channels is greater than the preassigned threshold value, then the shifting of customers takes place
depending upon the factor that which channel’s selling is less in comparison to another.

1. Introduction

'e growth of Internet has revolutionized the concept of
supply chain management in a significant manner. Several
statistical reports of various groups show that e-commerce
has accelerated the economic situation of modern marketing
environment. In 1985, Dell embraced the strategy of built-
to-order computers on demand of customers. 'is approach
provided Dell a sale of $70 million in that year, and after five
years of adopting the strategy, their revenue climbed to $500
million. By the end of 2000, Dell’s revenues had topped with
an astounding of $25 billion [1]. In this respect, current

study compares the traditional retail channel with the online
channel under customization strategy. Many manufacturers
sell their standard products to the retailers through con-
ventional retail channel and customized product directly to
the customers according to their requirement. 'erefore, in
order to achieve a smooth supply chain flow companies, use
dual-channel supply chain, [2–4] and [5].

Furthermore, the dual-channel supply chain model
provides the customers with many options to choose either
standard products from the retailer or customized products
through online channel [6–8]. In addition to that, manu-
facturers are adopting e-commerce to compete with their
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opponents [9] and implementing green technology in the
manufacturing industry for reduction of greenhouse gas
emission [10, 11]. 'e retailer’s services and behavior greatly
influence the choices and demand of the customer [12, 13].
Many customers prefer online platform as it saves some
amount of cost and time due to the direct interaction be-
tween the manufacturer and the customer under online
environment [14]. Moreover, in the online channel, the
customers are also provided with the feedback facility which
ultimately helps the manufacturer to know their customer
and improve their services accordingly [14].

Some well-known manufacturing and retailing indus-
tries such as Nike started producing the customized prod-
ucts on demand of customers through online channel. 'e
traditional retail channel is also utilized to deliver the
standard products without any customization [15, 16]. A
study reveals that around 42% of the top brands are catering
the customers directly through online channel [17]. Priorly,
with the acceptance of the online channel, it would create
conflict between the manufacturer and the retailer as it
would shrink the retailer’s market share. However, studies
have shown that whole sale prices reduce for product sold
through the retailer and increase the profit of the firm with
the establishment of online channel [18, 19]. With the in-
troduction of online channel along with offline channel,
house needs to define markup margin accurately as it in-
fluences the wholesale prices.

'is paper put up to the studies in several aspects which
were unnoticed in the previous literature. 'e main con-
tributions of this research lie under the consideration of
threshold limit, unequal shifting of customers, multidelivery
policy, uncertain demand, and controllable lead time in the
dual-channel supply chain model with customization policy.
Heretofore, researchers developed several dual-channel
models but with equal number of customer shifting from the
online to offline channel and vice versa.'e concept of equal
customer shifting between the channels may not be realistic
as all customers, who are unwilling to purchase items from
one channel, are not forced to shift to another one. Secondly,
a preassigned threshold limit is considered in this article
which was not assumed in previous research studies. 'e
threshold limit is incorporated under the concept that a
customer is only willing to change the mode of purchase if
the selling price difference between the two channels crosses
to a specified price limit. 'ese two important modifications
on dual-channel supply chain management (SCM) are in-
troduced in this study. Moreover, this study developed a
dual-channel supply chain model under customization with
SSMD policy along with make-to-order, uncertain demand,
controllable lead time, and distribution-free approach. All
these attributes in a single model are rarely found in the
existing literature.

'e objective of this paper is to develop an efficient and
improved customization policy in dual-channel SCM. 'e
aim of this study is to obtain the managerial decision under
demand uncertainty and price sensitivity with distribution-
free approach. 'e competitions between online vs. retail
channel, dual-channel vs. retail channel, and dual-channel
vs. online channel are shown in this article to determine the

best possible channel to be adopted by the company. An-
other vital objective of this research is to analyze the effect of
migration of customers between the channels on supply
chain profitability under a fixed and specified threshold
value of selling price which was not yet studied by any
existing literature. 'e effect of the variation of selling price
on customer demand and supply chain profit is also an
important matter of concern.

'e proposed study retains some important research
questions which are illustrated as follows:

(a) What is the effect of the demand uncertainty on the
profit of the firm?

(b) How to determine that which channel should be
adopted so that profit of the firm maximizes?

(c) How profitability of the firm is affected if selling
prices exceed the fixed and specified threshold limit?

(d) How does the transfer rate of consumers from online
channel to retail channel or vice versa affect optimal
decision?

'e entire paper is split into several sections to deal with
different aspects such as description of study, literature
review, and mathematical modelling. Sections 1 and 2 de-
scribe introduction and literature review, respectively.
Section 3 explains the important research questions and aim
of study. Section 4 depicts problem definition, assumptions,
and notation to develop the mathematical modelling. Sec-
tion 5 elaborates the entire mathematical model and ana-
lytical expressions of decision variables along with some
propositions and corollaries. Solution technique (algorithm)
of the model is also described in this section. Section 6 deals
with numerical experiments and model validation. 'e
managerial decisions are obtained by using a set of input
parameters, and results are analyzed with graphical repre-
sentations and sensitivity analysis. 'e important discus-
sions about the outcomes are also described in this section.
Lastly, in Section 7, conclusions regarding the study are
depicted.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Dual-Channel Supply Chain. In recent years, study on
dual-channel supply chain has gained reasonable attention
among the researchers throughout the globe. However, most
of the studies focused on pricing decisions and channel
coordination. In this technologically advanced era, every
player involved in the supply chain (customers, manufac-
turers, and retailers) expects the availability of the infor-
mation of product. Consequently, Tsay and Agrawal [2],
Wilder [4], and Mukhopadhyay et al. [20] stated that these
expectations can be fulfilled if companies have smooth
supply chain flow. Moreover, Takahashi et al. [6] expressed
that through the dual-channel supply chain, customers are
provided with two options, ordering of the standard product
through retail channel and the customized product through
online channel.

From health care providers (Medlife: India’s largest
e-health platform which provides medicine through online
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platform) to retailers (Wal-Mart, RT-Mart, and Metro),
organizations are under great strain to meet the expectations
of the customers and to stay ahead of the competition while
controlling costs [9, 21]. Moreover, online platform brings
more simplicity, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness to satisfy
the requirement for maximum profitability of the firm (Sana
[22] and Hosseini-Motlagh et al. [23]). In addition to this,
online sales provide customer feedback which is helpful to
the manufacturer in revealing emerging trends, changing
attributes, and opportunities to enhance customer value
[14]. Furthermore, to cater wide range of consumer groups,
multiple product variety needs to be provided by the in-
dustry [24]. Furthermore, industrialists are encouraged to
use green technologies for sustainable development [25, 26].

2.2. Centralized Dual-Channel Supply Chain with
Customization. Customization is primarily the action of
modifying something (product) to suit a particular indi-
vidual or task. MyVirtualModel, a Montreal-based tech-
nology provider and its roster of partners (including Adidas,
Best Buy, Levi’s, and Sears), enables consumers to build a
vertical model of themselves, an “avatar.” 'is means that
customers can try on clothes virtually. Consumers of BMW’s
Mini Cooper can use an online toolkit to design the car’s
roof, which is then produced with an advanced digital
printing system on a special foil (Salvador et al. [27]).
Moreover, many companies are adopting mass custom-
ization technologies to satisfy the growing individualization
of demand [28–32]. Henceforth, Figure 1 exemplifies the
customization policy in the centralized dual-channel supply
chain model. Customization policy could be implemented
with the introduction of dual-channel strategy which further
leads to the complexity in SCM as companies need to re-
design the supply chain structure according to the demand
of customers [6].

2.3. Comparison between Online and Offline Channels.
According to Zhang et al. [33] in a dual-channel policy, the
competition between online and retail channels and how to
mitigate the effect of adopting an online channel on the retail
channel are important matters to be concerned. In this
stream of research, Kaya et al. [34], Yan and Pei [12], and
Dan et al. [17] studied the role of the retailer and traditional-
online competition in a dual-channel supply chain. Initially,
Kaya et al. [34] concluded that the optimal channel strategy
is influenced by the choices of the customers between tra-
ditional channel and online channel. Later on Yan and Pei
[12] observed that supply chain performance can be im-
proved with the improvement of retail service, which was
later on manifested by Dan et al. [17]. Furthermore, Hua
et al. [35] scrutinized the optimal prices of a dual-channel
supply chain under centralized and decentralized environ-
ment considering the delivery lead time. In addition, they
also proved that the customer’s acceptance of online channel
greatly influences the supply chain. Moreover, Li et al. [36]
demonstrated the acceptance of the customers’ online
channel over retail channel along with customers’ sensitivity
towards product differences. Customers’ choices have an

impactful influence on firms’ decision of offering the cus-
tomized products. Batarfi et al. [37] demonstrated that
adding a customized product through online channel in-
creases the profit of centralized supply chain system though
it creates a conflict due to competition between the retail and
online channels. Moreover, Huang et al. [15] and He et al.
[38] examined centralized and decentralized supply chain
and pricing decisions in a dual-channel supply chain model
under uncertain demand.

2.4. Dual-Channel Supply Chain under Demand Uncertainty.
In past decades, researchers have been working on stochastic
demand in the dual-channel supply chain model. Chiang and
Monahan [39] contemplated price independent stochastic
demand in the traditional and online channel. Yao et al. [40]
proved that information sharing in the dual-channel supply
chain model can be beneficial for the firm which yields better
profitability then noncoordinating supply chain. Further-
more, Modak and Kelle [41] adopt price and lead time-de-
pendent random demand for the make-to-order and make-
to-stock production system. Dumrongsiri et al. [42] con-
cluded that demand variation greatly influences the equi-
librium prices and the manufacturer’s inspiration in adopting
online channel. Moreover, He et al. [43] demonstrated how
the manufacturer can inspire the retailer to expand its
business by adopting the dual-channel supply chain model
under stochastic demand. 'e article also depicted that price
sharing decision of the manufacturer can actually act as a
boon for the retailer. Furthermore, Roy et al. [44] developed a
dual-channel supply chain model under stochastic demand to
ascertain the optimal stock level, prices, and promotion effort.

2.5. 1e Distribution-Free Approach. Occasionally, random
demand might follow a well-known distribution, but if lean
information about demand fluctuation over time is available,
the distribution-free approach might be a better tool for
decision-making. According to Moon et al. [45], there is
always inclination towards normal distribution in case of
random demand disregarding other distribution with the
same mean and variance. Scarf [46] solved the newsvendor
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Figure 1: Dual-channel centralized system.
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problem with the distribution-free approach with a known
mean and variance. 'e article considered the maximum of
the lower bounds of the expected profit for all possible
distribution functions.

Hua et al. [35] and Xu et al. [47] assumed deterministic
demand without inventory consideration in the dual-channel
supply chain model for considering decisions of delivery lead
time and prices. Yang et al. [48] introduced the newsvendor
model in dual-channel supply chain. In this model, they
scrutinized the switching behavior of the customers
depending upon availability of the product and lead time, but
effects of price on demand were neglected. Table 1 enlists the
research which inspires this article to consider a preassigned
threshold value that is a limit beyond which if the selling price
increases, the customers migrate from one traditional channel
to online channel or vice versa when the demand is assumed
to be variable additive stochastic demand. Moreover, this
work applies distribution-free approach.

2.6. Research Gap. 'e dual-channel supply chain man-
agement with customization policy has been studying by
many researchers and scientists. Previous studies consider
that customer shifting between the channels is invariant. It is
not necessary that the all customers who left a channel
should mandatorily shift to the other channel. Some cus-
tomers may be reluctant to purchase also. 'us, equal
shifting of customers may not be practical in modern market
scenario. 'e condition of equal customer shifting is relaxed
in this article. Moreover, there is a possibility that no cus-
tomers may shift to the other channel. 'is happens due to
many reasons such as inability to purchase due to high
selling price. 'us, a specified threshold limit is considered.
'e threshold limit is a specified positive numeric value.
Customer switch only happens if the difference between the
selling prices of online and offline channels is greater than
the threshold limit. 'e concept of threshold value is in-
corporated as a pioneer approach. Moreover, till now either
variable demand or stochastic demand was used, but price-
sensitive stochastic demand is rarely assumed in literature.
'erefore, this article extends the previous dual-channel
models with unequal customer shipment, specific threshold
limit, and price sensitive stochastic demand under distri-
bution-free approach.

3. Problem Definition, Assumptions,
and Notation

'is section explains the problem definition, assumptions,
and notation used to formulate the mathematical model of
this paper.

3.1. ProblemDefinition. A comparison between a traditional
offline and online channel on the supply chain model with a
single manufacturer and single retailer is framed in this
study. Most of the literature studies used either probabilistic
uncertainty or demand variability, but a few articles were
found which considered both of the characteristics simul-
taneously in a demand function. In addition to that, this

paper uses max-min distribution-free approach to deal with
the stochastic uncertainty along with price sensitivity.
Moreover, demand data or the exact mean and standard
deviation is required for estimating a probability distribu-
tion of demand which is money as well as time consuming.
'erefore, to overcome all these constraints, this study
considers distribution-free approach to obtain managerial
decisions with the help of known mean and standard
deviation.

To implement an online channel, the manufacturer and
retailer should negotiate properly as a threshold value has
been incorporated in this article. 'e threshold value sig-
nifies that if the price difference between online and offline
exceeds beyond a specified limit, then customers migrate
from retail channel to online channel or vice versa which
should influence the profit of the channels individually along
with the firm as a whole.

3.2. Assumptions. Following points enlist the various as-
sumptions assumed for formulating the mathematical
model:

(1) 'e company adopts the centralized dual-channel
supply chain model which is assumed with cus-
tomization strategy. Hence, the product is available
to customers through a retailer channel and an In-
ternet-based direct channel. Furthermore, demand is
deemed to be variable as well as random [41].

(2) 'e manufacturer has its own manufacturing house
where standardized and customized products are
manufactured and does not need to invest in
adopting a mass customization system [37].

(3) In case of retail channel which is selling standard
product, common cycle time is considered for the
manufacturer and the retailer. Moreover, in case of
customization process, the manufacturer has dif-
ferent cycle time for production of core product used
in customization.

(4) A proportion of the number of customer who refuses
to purchase items through retail channel chooses to
purchase customized product [41].

(5) Production rates for standard and customized
products are greater than the base demand that is no
shortages are allowed.

(6) Lead time is considered to be zero between the
manufacturer and the retailer along with the supplier
(who supplies the additional custom features) and
the manufacturer [37].

(7) Single-setup multiple-delivery policy is used to de-
liver the product in retail channel, whereas make-to-
order policy is used for online channel.

(8) When the selling price difference of the online and
offline channel falls within a fixed and preassigned
limit (threshold limit), no customer shifting would
occur.

(9) All input parameters in this paper are positive.
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3.3. Notations. Tables 2 and 3 enlist the notations used in
developing the mathematical model.

4. Mathematical Model

'is section describes the demand function, profit function,
distribution-free approach optimal decision of the supply
chain, and solution algorithm of this paper.

4.1. Demand Function. Customers are miscellaneous in na-
ture in their inclination towards the standard or the customized
product.Many factors influence the customer’s intentions such
as price, variety of products, and incapability of customers to
reach out to the retail stores. Succeeding Huang et al. [15], Yue
and Liu [49], Zhang et al. [53], and Raju and Roy [54], linear
demand functions for the standard and customized product are
considered. Following demand functions for retailer and online
channels are obtained by extending the work of Huang and
Swaminathan [55] and Hua et al. [35].

'e demand function for offline channel is given by

Dr � a1 − β1pr + δ1 ∑N
i�1
pdi − pr . (1)

'e demand function for online channel is given by

Dd � a2 − β2∑N
i�1
pdi − δ2 ∑N

i�1
pdi − pr , (2)

where the following points explain the various parameters
used in demand function:

Parameters a1 and a2 are the number of customers
without having any certain and variable components.

'e price sensitivity coefficients β1 of the retailer’s
channel and β2 of the manufacturer’s channel represent
the amount of decrease/increase in market demand
when both channels increase/decrease the price by one
dollar. 'us, β1pr and β2∑Ni�1 pdi represent change in
customers because of price sensitivity.

δ1 and δ2 represent the shifting of customers from
the offline channel to the online channel or vice
versa depending upon the factor that which chan-
nel’s product is having less cost in comparison to
others.

A house would usually generate the same return per
dollar invested irrespective of the item sold; therefore,
the selling price of the standard product for the retailer
is given by pr � Cp(1 +m)2 (calculation of it is shown
in Appendix A) and the selling price of customized
product for the manufacturer is given by pdi � Cdi(1 +
m) where m is a markup margin. Henceforth,
δ1(∑N

i�1 pdi − pr) and δ2(∑N
i�1 pdi − pr) indicate that

the change is the number of customers because of δ1
and δ2.

Assuming fixed markup margin for standard as well as
customized products, we get the following equations:

Dr � a1 − β1Cp(1 +m) + δ1(1 +m) ∑N
i�1
Cdi − Cp . (3)

'e demand function for online channel is given by

Table 1: Related literature.

Author’s name DCSC SP CP UCS SSMD MTO DU DFA CLT MM

Chiang et al. [21] √ √
Tsay and Agrawal [2] √ √
Chiang and Monahan [39] √ √
Yue and Liu [49] √ √ √
Kaya et al. [34] √ √ √ √
Yan and Pei [12] √ √
Hua et al. [35] √ √ √
Takahashi et al. [6] √ √
Dan et al. [17] √ √
Jing et al. [14] √ √ √
Shao [18] √ √ √ √ √
Li et al. [36] √ √ √ √
Zhang and Choi [3] √ √
Batarfi et al. [37] √ √ √ √ √ √
Moon et al. [45] √
Yang et al. [48] √ √ √ √
Majumder et al. [50] √ √ √
Modak and Kelle [41] √ √ √ √ √ √
Majumder et al. [51] √ √
Sarkar et al. [52] √ √
Zhou et al. [13] √ √ √
'is paper √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
DCSC: dual-channel supply chain; SP: standard product; CP: customized product; UCS: unequal customer shifting from online to offline and vice versa;
MTO: make-to-order; DU: demand uncertainty; DFA: distribution-free approach; CLT: controllable lead time; MM: markup margin.
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Dd � a2 − β2(1 +m) ∑N
i�1
Cdi  − δ2(1 +m) ∑N

i�1
Cdi − Cp . (4)

4.2. Profit Functions. 'is section includes profit equations
of the manufacturer and retailer for standard and cus-
tomized products.

4.2.1. Manufacturer’s Profit for Standard Product. 'e profit
of the manufacturer per unit of time from selling the
standard product through the retail channel is given by

∇1 � Revenue − Setup cost − Holding cost

− Manufacturer’s production cost,

∇1 � Cp(1 +m)Dr

− SrDr

nQr
+
rvCpQr

2
n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
[ ][ ] − CvrDr,

(5)
where the following points explain the various cost com-
ponents used in equation (5):

Table 3: Parameters of the model.

Parameters Description

Cp Production cost for standard product ($/unit)
Cdi Production cost for customized product (i� 1, 2, . . .. N) ($/unit)
a1 Number of customers prefer retail channel
a2 Number of customers prefer online channel

Pdi
Production rate for the core product for eventual

customization (Pdi > a2) (positive number)
Pr Production rate for the standard product (Pr > a1) (positive number)
pr Retailer’s selling price of the standard product (pr >Cp) ($/order)
pdi Manufacturer’s selling price of the customized product i, i� 1, 2, . . . N ($/order)
Dr Variable demand of retail channel (units/year)
Dd Variable demand of online channel (units/year)
ϕdi Percentage of the core product stock used for customized product (i� 1, 2, . . ., N)
Ar Ordering cost of the retailer per order ($/order)
Sr Manufacturer’s setup cost for standard product ($/setup)
Sd Manufacturer’s setup cost for core product for customized product ($/setup)
rv Holding cost rate of the manufacturer ($/unit/unit time)
rb Holding cost rate of the retailer ($/unit/unit time)
Cb Unit production cost paid by the retailer (buyer) ($/unit)
Cvr Unit production cost paid by the manufacturer (vendor) ($/unit)
β1 Price sensitivity in retail channel (customer/day)
β2 Price sensitivity in online channel (customer/day)
δ1 Number of customers switching from retail channel to online channel
δ2 Number of customers switching from online channel to retail channel
h1 Manufacturer’s holding cost which includes financial cost and storage cost ($/unit)
π Unit backlogging cost for the retailer ($/unit)
σ Standard deviation of demand per unit time
m Markup margin (percentage)
R Reorder point of the retailer (units)
s Safety factor of the retailer (units)
M Random lead time demand which has a cumulative distribution function (c.d.f ) F with mean DL and standard deviation σ

��
L

√

E(.  ) Mathematical expectation

Table 2: Decision variables of the model.

Decision variables Description

L Length of the lead time for the retailer (days)
n Number of lots delivered from the manufacturer to the retailer in one production cycle, a positive integer
k Safety factor (units)
Qr Quantity of the standard product ordered by the retailer (units)
Qd Quantity of the core product ordered for customization (units)
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Cp(1 +m)Dr is revenue and Cp(1 +m) is the selling
price of the manufacturer for standard product.

(SrDr/nQr) is setup cost for the retail channel, and the
manufacturer produces integer multiple of the retailer’s
order quantity. Figure 2 displays that as Qr is the total
order quantity of all retailers, the manufacturer

produces nQr quantity where n is a positive integer.'e
expected cycle length of the manufacturer thus be-
comes (Dr/nQr), and the setup cost of the manufac-
turer becomes (SrDr/nQr).
'e average inventory of the manufacturer can be
calculated as

Dr nQr Qr/Pr( ) + (n − 1)Qr/Dr(( )( ) − n2Q2
r/2Pr( ) − Q2

r/Dr( )(1 + 2 + · · · +(n − 1))( ))
nQr

� Qr
2

n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
( ).

(6)

'e holding cost of the manufacturer is
(rvCpQr/2)(n(1 − (Dr/Pr)) − 1 + (2Dr/Pr)). 'us, the
expected holding cost per unit time per unit item is

rvCpQr

2
n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
( ). (7)

CvrDr represents the manufacturer’s production cost
for standard product.

4.2.2. Manufacturer’s Profit for Customized Product.
Figure 3 exhibits the online channel inventory of the
manufacturer, whereas the profit of the manufacturer per
unit of time from selling the customized product through the
online channel is given by

∇2 � Revenue − Setup cost − Holding cost

− Manufacturing cost,

∇2 �∑N
i�1
Cdi(1 +m)ϕdiDd

− SdDd

Qd
+ h1Qd

2
( ) 1 − Dd

Pd
( ) +∑N

i�1
CdiϕdiDd

 ,

(8)

where the following points explain the various cost com-
ponents used in equation (5):

∑Ni�1 Cdi(1 +m)ϕdiDd is revenue, and ∑Ni�1 Cdi
(1 +m)ϕdi is the selling price of the manufacturer for
customized product.

(SdDd/Qd) is setup cost as the manufacturer follows
make-to-order policy where he manufactures the
product on demand by the customer. Qd is the total
order quantity of all customers. 'e expected cycle
length of the manufacturer thus becomes (Dd/Qd), and
the setup cost of themanufacturer becomes (SdDd/Qd).
'e average inventory of the manufacturer can be
calculated as

average inventory � Qd
2

1 − Dd

Pd
( ). (9)

'e holding cost of the manufacturer is
(h1Qd/2)(1 − (Dd/Pd)).
'us, the expected holding cost per unit time is

h1Qd
2

1 − Dd

Pd
( ). (10)

Each customization is composed of a production cost∑N
i�1 Cdi, and total production cost of the vendor will be∑Ni�1 CdiϕdiDd.

4.2.3. Retailer’s Profit. Figure 4 manifests the inventory
pattern between the manufacturer and retailer, whereas the
profit of the retailer per unit time from selling the standard
product is given by

∇3 � Revenue − Ordering cost − Holding cost − shortage cost − Lead time crashing cost,

∇3 � Cp(1 +m)2Dr −
ArDr

Qr
+ rbcb

Qr
2
+ R − DrL( ) + πDr

Qr
E(M − R)+ +DrCL

Qr
[ ], (11)
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where the following points explain the various cost com-
ponents used in equation (11):

Cp(1 +m)2Dr represents revenue of the retailer.
Cp(1 +m)2 is the selling price for the retailer for
standard product.

'e ordering cost per unit time for the retailer is
(ArDr/Qr).
When the level of inventory reaches the reorder point
R, quantity Q is ordered by the retailer. R − DrL rep-
resents the expected level of inventory before the order
is received by the retailer, whereas Q + R − DrL rep-
resents expected inventory level immediately after the
delivery of quantity Q. Consequently, (Q/2) + R − DrL
is the average inventory over a cycle. Henceforth, the
retailer’s expected holding cost per unit time is
rbcb((Qr/2) + R − DrL).
M is the stochastic lead time demand, and R is the
reorder point for the retailer; then, the expected
shortage at the end of the cycle is expressed as
E(M − R)+ for the retailer resulting into
(πDr/Qr)E(M − R)+ as shortage cost.

'e lead time crashing cost per unit time is (DrCL/Qr).
Total profit of the single-channel supply chain∇S is given

by adding ∇1,∇3. We get

∇S � ∇1 + ∇3

∇S � Cp(1 +m)Dr −
SrDr

nQr
+
rvCpQr

2
n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
[ ][ ] − CvrDr

+ Cp(1 +m)
2Dr −

ArDr

Qr
+ rbcb

Qr
2
+ R − DrL( ) + πDr

Qr
E(M − R)+ +DrCL

Qr
[ ].

(12)

4.3. Distribution-Free Approach. We elaborate the distri-
bution-free approach by using the following points:

Any specific probability distribution should not be
considered for any random variable in this approach.
A class of cumulative distribution function (c.d.f )

having mean DrL and standard deviation σ
��
L

√
is

considered.

'e max-min distribution-free approach is applied to
obtain the values of the decision variables, in this
approach, initially the worst possible case (i.e., the
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Figure 2: Manufacture’s inventory position.
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expression for minimum profit is obtained which is
then maximized for the best profitability).

'emethod was first used by Gallego andMoon [56] as
a mini-max approach to obtain the minimum value of
cost function. 'is approach was utilized to deal with
the uncertain demand only.

In this article, we use a max-min method for profit
maximization which is the opposite of Gallego and
Moon’s [56] min-max distribution-free approach.
Moreover, instead of assuming only uncertainty, this
article provides demand variability also. 'erefore, a
modification is added in the inequality used by Moon

and Gallego [56] with a max-min approach and in-
corporation of variability in demand function.

'e lead time demand M is depending on Dr which
further depends on the selling price of the retailer
Cp(1 +m)2 which leads to variability in the demand.
Moreover, randomness in demand is accomplished in
additive form (Petruzzi and Dada [57], Sarkar et al.
[58], and Modak and Kelle [41]).

'e inequality stated by Proposition 1 is applied to solve
the model.

Proposition 1

E(M − R)+ � E DrL +X( ) − R( )+

≤

�����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLkσ

��
L

√√
+ DrL − kσ

��
L

√( )
2

 . (13)

Moreover, the upper bound of the above inequality is tight.
In the equation, R � DrL + kσ

��
L

√
is reorder point,DrL is

the lead time demand, kσ
��
L

√
is safety stock, and k is a safety

factor.

Proof. See Appendix B.
'us, using inequality (10), the expected total profit of

the centralized single-channel supply chain ∇S is given by
adding ∇1 and ∇3. We get
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∇S � Cp(1 +m)Dr −
ArDr

Qr
− rbcb

Qr
2
+ kσ

��
L

√( ) − DrCL

Qr

− πDr

Qr2

�����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLkσ

��
L

√√
+ DrL − kσ

��
L

√( )[ ]
+ Cp(1 +m)

2Dr −
SrDr

Qrn
+ rvQr

2
n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
[ ][ ] − CvrDr.

(14)

And expected total profit of the centralized dual-channel
supply chain ∇D is given by adding ∇1, ∇2, and ∇3. We get

∇D � Cp(1 +m)Dr −
SrDr

nQr
+
rvCpQr

2
n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
[ ][ ] − CvrDr

+∑N
i�1
Cdi(1 +m)ϕdiDd −

SdDd

Qd
+ h1Qd

2
( ) 1 − Dd

Pd
( ) +∑N

i�1
CdiϕdiDd

 

+ Cp(1 +m)
2Dr −

ArDr

Qr
+ rbcb

Qr
2
+ kσ

��
L

√( ) +DrCL

Qr
[ ]

− πDr

Qr2

�����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLkσ

��
L

√√
+ DrL − kσ

��
L

√( )[ ].

(15)

4.4. Optimal Decision of the Supply Chain. Since, equations
(17) are nonlinear in nature so for a fixed positive integerm,

we take partial derivative of the profit with respect toQd,Qr,
and k to obtain the optimal solution:

z∇D
zk

� − rbCbσ
��
L

√
− πDr

2Qr

kσ2L − DrLσ
��
L

√�����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLkσ

��
L

√√ − σ
��
L

√  
z∇D
zQr

� ArDr

Q2
r

− rbcb
2
+ SrDr

nQ2
r

+DrCL

Q2
r

−
rvCp

2
n 1 − Dr

Pr
( ) − 1 + 2Dr

Pr
[ ]

+ πDr

2Q2
r

�����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLkσ

��
L

√√
+ DrL − kσ

��
L

√( )[ ]
z∇D
zQd

� SdDd

Q2
d

− h1
2

1 − Dd

Pd
( ).

(16)

Now, for fixed value of integer m, the value of Qd, Qr,
and k is obtained by equating equations (18)–(20) to zero
that is
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z∇D
zk

� 0, (17)

z∇D
zQr

� 0, (18)

z∇D
zQd

� 0, (19)

and we get

Q∗d �
�����������������

SdDd

h1/2( ) 1 − Dd/Pd( )( )
√

, (20)

Q∗r �

���������������������������������������������������������������������
− DrCL + SrDr + ArDr + πDr/2( ) �����������������������������

σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLkσ
��
L

√√
+DrL − kσ

��
L

√

rbCb/2( ) + rv/2( ) n 1 − Dr/Pr( )( ) − 1 + 2 Dr/Pr( )( )
√√

, (21)

k∗ �
− σ

���������������������
QrCbrb − QrCbrb + πDr( )√( )/ − QrCbrb + πDr( )( ) + Drπσ

����������������������
QrCbrb − QrCbrb + πDr( )L√( )/ 2QrCbrb πDr − QrCbrb( )( )( ) + LDr��

L
√

σ
. (22)

It can be clearly seen that the optimal solution for Q∗r ,
Q∗d , and k

∗ is dependent on one another. Furthermore, a
closed form expression for centralized profit function is hard
to find. 'erefore, finding these optimal values requires the
use of a numerical procedure. An iteration method is used
with the following algorithm to find the managerial
decisions.

4.5. Solution Algorithm

Step 1: assign the values of all parameters as specified in
Table 4.

Step 2: set n� 1.
Step 3: for each value of Li; i� 1, 2, . . . perform the
following steps.

Step 3(a): obtain the value of Qd from (22).
Step 3(b): obtain the value of Qr from (25).

Step 3(c): obtain the value of k from (26).
Step 3(d): repeat Steps 3(a) to 3(c) until there are no
changes in the values ofQd,Qr, and k up to a specified
accuracy level.

Step 4: use the values ofQd,Qr, and k to obtain ∇S from
equation (14).

Step 5: use the value of ∇S to obtain ∇D.
Step 6: set n� n + 1 and repeat Step 3 to 5.

Step 7: if ∇D(n)>∇D(n + 1), then repeat Step 2 to Step
6, else stop.

Proposition 2. If we representQ∗r ,Q
∗
d , and k∗ as the optimal

values of Qr, Qd, and k, then for fixed values of n and
L ∈ [Li, Li− 1], the dual-channel profit function ∇D attains its
global maximum at Q∗r , Q

∗
d , and k∗ under the condition

Ar +
Sr
n
+ CL( ) σ4L2����������������������������

σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ
��
L

√√ + πσ4L2

+ πkσ3L
��
L

√

2
����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ

��
L

√√ + Drσ
3L2

��
L

√

σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ
��
L

√

> DrL
2σ2

2
����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ

��
L

√√ +
π 2k2σ4L2 + σ4L2 + 2D2

rL
3σ2( )

4 σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ
��
L

√( ).

(23)
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Proof. See Appendix C

Proposition 3. If we representQ∗r , k
∗ as the optimal values of

Qr, k, then for fixed values of n and L ∈ [Li, Li− 1], the single-

channel profit function ∇S attains its global maximum at Q∗r ,
k∗ under the condition

Ar +
Sr
n
+ CL( ) σ4L2����������������������������

σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ
��
L

√√

+ πσ4L2 + πkσ3L
��
L

√

2
����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ

��
L

√√ + Drσ
3L2

��
L

√

σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ
��
L

√

> DrL
2σ2

2
����������������������������
σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ

��
L

√√ +
π 2k2σ4L2 + σ4L2 + 2D2

rL
3σ2( )

4 σ2L + DrL( )2 + k2σ2L − 2DrLσ
��
L

√( ).

(24)

Proof. See Appendix D

Corollary 1. From equation (3), it is observed that the terms
associated with Cp are negative in Dr equation which clearly
shows that as Cp increases Dr decreases, i.e.,

Dr∝
1

Cp
, (25)

⟹Cp∝
1

Dr

. (26)

Table 4: Input parameters.

Input parameter Value Unit

Cp 100 $/unit
Cd1 80 $/unit
Cd2 100 $/unit
Cd3 120 $/unit
Sr 800 $/setup
Sd 1000 $/setup
Cvr 100 $/unit
Cb 120 $/unit
rv 0.2 ($/unit)/unittime
rb 0.2 ($/unit)/unittime
Ar 200 $/order
Pr 5000 Units/year
Pd 5000 Units/year
π 150 $/unit
a1 1000 (—)
a2 1000 (—)
β1 0.75 $/unit
β2 0.80 $/unit
δ1 0.2 (—)
δ2 0.3 (—)
ϕd1 0.25 %
ϕd2 0.3 %
ϕd3 0.45 %
h1 30 ($/unit)/year
L 4 Weeks
σ 200 (—)
m 0.7 (—)
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Furthermore, from equations (14) and (15), we get

∇D∝Dr,

∇S∝Dr,
(27)

which implies that as Dr decreases because of increase Cp, ∇D
and∇S decrease as fast rate which we can observe fromTable 5.

Corollary 2. From equation (4) it is observed that the terms

associated with ∑Ni�1 Cdi are negative Dd equation which

clearly shows that as ∑Ni�1 Cdi increases, Dd decreases, i.e.,

i.e., Dd∝
1∑Ni�1 Cdi,

⟹∑N
i�1
Cdi∝

1

Dd

,

(28)

which implies that as ∑Ni�1 Cdi increases, Dd decreases.

Furthermore, from equations (15), we get

∇D∝Dd, (29)

which implies that as Dd decreases because of increase Cd,
∇D increases at slow rate in comparison to otherwise which
we can observe from Table 6.

5. Numerical Experimentation and Discussion

In Table 4, we have enlisted the input parameters used for
numerical experiments.

5.1. Profit Analysis. We consider an example to compare the
profit of the dual-channel and single-channel supply chain
management. In case of the dual-channel supply chain model,
the manufacturer provides the standard product to the cus-
tomer through offline channel and customized product
through online channel, whereas in case of the single-channel
supply chain model, the manufacturer provides only standard
product to the customer through offline channel. 'e purpose
of this section is to examine and analyze the managerial de-
cisions under various circumstances. We assume that three
types of customizations are offered on standard product in case
of the dual-channel supply chain model to the customers.

'e values of parameters to obtain the numerical results
are enlisted in Table 4. 'e threshold value is preassigned
with the value $20 for all cases throughout the paper.

Using the values of parameters, we obtain the optimal
values of the decision variables, illustrated by Table 7. It is
observed from Table 7 that maximum profits for both single-
and dual-channel supply chain are obtained as 782670.28
and 822508.59, respectively. 'e maximum profits are ob-
served at n � 2, and the corresponding values of
k, L, Qr, Qd, Dr, andDd are 5.58, 4, 1058.21, 166.22, 490,
and 456, respectively.

Moreover, Table 8 shows that if the selling price of the
standard product is more than that of customized product,
then shifting of customers from the retailer shop to online

platform is more, i.e., δ1 > δ2. Furthermore, if the selling
price of the standard product is less than that of customized
product, then shifting of customers from the retailer shop to
online platform is less, i.e., δ1 < δ2. Moreover, it also depicts
that in either of case profit of dual-channel is more in
comparison to single channel.

5.2. Price Sensitivity in Demand When Selling Price Difference
betweenOnlineandOfflineModeIsGreater1anthePreassigned
1reshold Limit. To analyze the effect of changing selling price
of standard and customized product on the demand as well as
profit for both dual- and single-channel supply chain, two cases
are considered for price sensitivity analysis. Case 1 represents
the effect of changing the selling price of standard product on
demand and profit (Table 7), whereas Case 2 shows the same
for varying selling price of customized product (Table 8).

Both cases are analyzed when the selling price difference
of retail and online channel is more than the preassigned
threshold limit, i.e., |∑3

i�1 Cdi − Cp|> 20.

5.2.1. Case 1. In this case, the selling prices of customized
products are kept as constant and the selling price of
standard product is varying.'e results are shown in Table 5
as well as in Figure 5.

5.2.2. Case 2. 'e selling price of standard product is kept as
constant, and the selling price of customized products is
varying in this case. We consider the variation of the sum of
selling prices of all customizations, i.e., ∑3

i�1 Cdi. 'e results
are shown in Table 6 as well as in Figure 6.

5.3. Price Sensitivity in Demand When Selling Price Difference
between Online and Offline Mode Is Less 1an the Preassigned
1reshold Limit. Similar analysis is performed by consid-
ering two different cases as described in Section 6.3.
However, the price difference between online and offline
mode is less than the fixed and specified threshold limit, i.e.,
|∑3

i�1 Cdi − Cp|< 20.
Two cases are set out as follows.

5.3.1. Case 1. 'e selling prices of customized products are
set as constant, and the selling price of standard product is
changing. 'e results are shown in Table 9 and in Figure 7.

5.3.2. Case 2. 'e selling price of standard product is kept as
constant, and the selling price of customized products is
varying in this case (as considered in Case 2 of Section 6.3).
'e results are shown in Table 10 as well as in Figure 8.

5.4. Important Discussion and Significance of Results.
Table 5 and Figure 5 illustrate that if the selling price of the
customized product increases, it results in increasing dif-
ference between the selling prices of the standard and
customized product. Henceforth, more number of cus-
tomers shifts from customized product to standard product
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Table 5: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − Cp|> 20 (Case 1).

Sr. no. Cd � ∑3
i�1 Cdi Cp Dr Dd Qr Qd ∇D ∇S

1 400 300 439.0 626 1012.0 191.10 739598.1 699808.8
2 400 360 469.6 524 1041.6 176.80 789601.1 749455.6
3 400 420 500.2 422 1070.2 160.50 836828.1 799124.1
4 400 480 530.8 320 1097.8 141.30 881299.4 848811.9
5 400 540 561.4 218 1124.6 117.90 923055.3 898517.4
6 400 600 592.0 116 1150.6 86.90 962195.4 948238.7
7 400 660 622.6 14 1175.9 30.51 999254.5 997974.5
8 400 665 625.2 5.5 1177.9 19.14 1002417 1002120
9 400 667 626.2 2.1 1178.8 11.83 1003757 1003778
10 400 668 626.7 0.4 1179.2 5.20 1004516 1004607

Table 6: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − Cp|> 20 (Case 2).

Sr. no. Cd � ∑3
i�1 Cdi Cp Dr Dd Qr Qd ∇D ∇S

1 300 400 456.0 643 1028.59 193.3 768344.7 727387.5
2 360 400 476.4 530.8 1048.10 177.8 801195.6 760491.2
3 420 400 496.8 418.6 1067.10 160.0 830983.7 793604.4
4 480 400 517.2 306.4 1085.70 138.5 857738.4 826726.2
5 540 400 537.6 194.2 1103.90 111.6 881519.9 859856.1
6 600 400 558 82.0 1121.70 73.3 902503.2 892993.7
7 610 400 561.4 63.3 1124.63 64.5 905819.4 898517.4
8 620 400 564.8 44.6 1127.56 54.3 909015.6 904041.2
9 630 400 568.2 25.9 1130.47 41.4 912201.7 909565.2
10 640 400 571.6 7.2 1133.38 21.9 915533.9 915089.4

Table 7: Optimum values of decision variables.

n L (weeks) k Qr Qd Dr Dd ∇D ∇S
1 4 5.59 1060.79 166.22 490 456 822403.97 782565.65
2 4 5.58 1058.21 166.22 490 456 822508.59 782670.28
3 4 5.59 1055.66 166.22 490 456 822490.54 782652.22

Table 8: Analysis of profit for customer shifting.

Dr Dd Qr Qd k ∇D ∇S
δ1 > δ2 496.8 418.6 1067.09 159.91 5.66 830690.65 793604.35
δ1 < δ2 454.3 462.8 1026.95 167.32 5.21 804701.27 766334.07
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Figure 5: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − CP|> 20 (Case 1).
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and ultimately dual-channel behaves like single-channel
only. Furthermore, Table 6 and Figure 6 present that if the
selling price of the standard product increases, the difference
between the selling prices of the standard and customized

product also increases. As a result, firm slowly moves to-
wards the loss because it leads to increase in price of cus-
tomized product as it requires standard product for
customization.
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Figure 6: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − CP|> 20 (Case 2).

Table 9: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − Cp|< 20 (Case 1).

Sr. no. Cp Cd Cp − Cd Dr Dd Qr Qd ∇D ∇S
1 380 400 -20 515.5 456 1084.15 166.22 816481.1 776642.8
2 385 400 -15 509.13 456 1078.37 166.22 818399.5 778561.2
3 390 400 -10 502.75 456 1072.60 166.22 820026.1 780187.8
4 395 400 -5 496.38 456 1066.70 166.22 821360.9 781522.6
5 400 400 0 490.00 456 1060.80 166.22 821446.4 782565.7
6 405 400 5 483.63 456 1054.90 166.22 823155.3 783317
7 410 400 10 477.25 456 1048.9 166.22 823614.9 783776.6
8 415 400 15 470.88 456 1042.8 166.22 823658.9 783944.4
9 420 400 20 464.50 456 1036.8 166.22 823782.7 783820.7
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Figure 7: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − CP|< 20 (Case 1).
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Table 9 and Figure 7 characterize that though the selling
price of the customized product increases, if the difference
between the selling prices of standard and customized
product is less than preassigned threshold value, then
shifting of customers is inconspicuous. Furthermore, Ta-
ble 10 and Figure 8 reflect that if the selling price of the
standard product increases, but if the difference between the
selling price of standard and customized product is less than
preassigned threshold value, then shifting of customers is
unspectacular.

Figure 9 draws the analysis of profit with markup price
for both dual-channel (∇D) and single-channel (∇S) when
selling price of the standard product is more than cus-
tomized product. Moreover, Figure 10 draws analysis of
profit with markup price for both dual-channel (∇D) and
single-channel (∇S) when selling price of the standard
product is less than customized product. It is observed that
in both the figures, profit increases with the increase in
markup margin.

5.5. Sensitivity Analysis

5.5.1. Sensitivity Analysis of Offline Channel. As similar to
the sensitivity analysis of the online channel, the cost pa-
rameters are differed by − 10%, − 5%, +5%, and +10% to sift

the profit of the firm. Each parameter is changed one at a
time while keeping the other parameters fixed. 'e effects of
this change of the key parameters are illustrated in Table 11

Table 10: Managerial decisions for |∑Ni�1 Cdi − Cp|< 20 (Case 2).

Sr. no. Cp Cd Cd − Cp Dr Dd Qr Qd ∇D ∇S
1 400 380 − 20 490 483.2 1060.8 170.59 822558 782565.7
2 400 385 − 15 490 476.4 1060.8 169.51 822407.5 782565.7
3 400 390 − 10 490 469 1060.8 168.40 822029.9 782565.7
4 400 395 − 5 490 462.8 1060.8 167.30 821823.7 782565.7
5 400 400 0 490 456 1060.8 166.22 821606.0 782565.7
6 400 405 5 490 449 1060.8 165.1 821376.6 782565.7
7 400 410 10 490 442.4 1060.8 163.9 821135.7 782565.7
8 400 415 15 490 435.6 1060.8 162.8 820883.2 782565.7
9 400 420 20 490 428.8 1060.8 161.7 820619.1 782565.7
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Figure 8: Managerial decisions for |∑N
i�1 Cdi − CP|< 20 (Case 2).
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Figure 9: Analysis of profit with markup price when Cp > ∑Cdi.
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and Figure 11. Variations of key parameters Cp, Sr, Cv, and
Cb are considered. 'e outcomes of this experiment are
discussed as follows:

(1) 'e manufacturer’s cost component is more sensi-
tive than the retailer’s cost component.

(2) Selling price of the standard product is the most
sensitive cost, whereas that of setup cost of the re-
tailer is the least sensitive.

5.5.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Online Channel. 'e cost pa-
rameters are varied over − 10%, − 5%, +5%, and +10% to
examine the effect of expected profit of the online channel.
Each parameter is changed one at a time while keeping the
other parameters fixed. 'e effects of this change of the
key parameters are illustrated in Table 11 and Figure 12.

Variations of key parameters are Cd1, Cd2, Cd3 (since
only three customization’s are considered), and Sd consid-
ered. For the sake of simplicity, only three types of cus-
tomizations are considered. Scrutinizing the sensitivity
analysis, following points are observed:

(1) Cost components of the standard product are more
sensitive than cost components of customized product.

(2) 'e manufacturer’s cost components of standard
product are more sensitive than the manufacturer’s
setup cost.

(3) Out of the three customizations, third customization
cost Cd3 for customized product is the least sensitive.

6. Managerial Implications

'is article provides a dual-channel supply chainmodel with
a single manufacturer and single retailer. Managerial deci-
sions shall be more realistic if more than one decision
variables are considered instead of a single variable or any
constant entity. More pragmatic managerial decisions can be
obtained if multiple decision variables are assumed. 'us,
decisions are made on the basis of many variable quantities
such as selling price of standard product, selling price of
customized product, profit of single channel and profit of
dual channel, and lead time. 'e managerial implications of
this study are enlisted as follows:

Table 11: Sensitivity analysis for different key parameters.

Parameters Change (in %) Sensitivity (offline channel) Sensitivity (online channel)

Cd1

− 10 — +1.91
− 5 — +0.97
+5 — − 1.01
+10 — − 2.05

Cd2

− 10 — +1.91
− 5 — +0.99
+5 — − 1.06
+10 — − 2.19

Cd3

− 10 — +0.26
− 5 — +0.22
+5 — − 0.22
+10 — − 0.26

Cp

− 10 +3.39 —
− 5 +1.57 —
+5 − 1.33 —
+10 − 3.41 —

Sr

− 10 +0.02 —
− 5 +0.01 —
+5 − 0.01 —
+10 − 0.02 —

Cv

− 10 +0.63 —
− 5 +0.31 —
+5 − 0.31 —
+10 − 0.63 —

Cb

− 10 +0.77 —
− 5 +0.39 —
+5 − 0.38 —
+10 − 0.77 —

Sd

− 10 — +0.65
− 5 — +0.32
+5 — − 0.31
+10 — − 0.61
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Providing the customization facility to the customers
influences hike in demand which may increase the total
profitability of the industry. In 1985, Dell took up this
strategy, i.e., make-to-order of computers on demand
of customers, and this provided Dell a sale of $70
million in that year, and after five years of adopting the
strategy, their revenue climbed to $500 million. By the
end of 2000, Dell’s revenues had topped with an as-
tounding of $25 billion [1].

'e manager can increase the overall profit of the firm
if the dual-channel supply chain strategy is applied
instead of the single-channel supply chain model. As a
result of this strategy, the Dell’s revenue was able to
reach to $25 billion within two decades [1].

A centralized dual-channel supply chain model should
bring forth increased profit to the firm due to the
exchange of information between the manufacturer
and retailer.

'e manager can reduce lead time and enhance cus-
tomer service by incurring a lead time crashing cost.

An improved managerial decision can be obtained by
assuming a preassigned threshold limit and unequal
shifting of customers from one channel to another.

Since the manager is providing customized product in
addition to standard product so price of the customized
feature should be arranged in such a way that overall
cost of the customized product should not increase
threshold limit, otherwise customers will shift back to
standard product.

'emanager should not increase the selling price of the
standard product beyond a limit; otherwise, the profit
firm will slowly doom. On account of the fact that
customization is implemented on the standard product
and if the prices of the standard product increase
automatically, it will lead to an increase in the price of
customized product.

7. Conclusions

'emost important and original contribution of this study is
the modifications incorporated on the existing customization
strategy with the inclusion of a fixed and specified threshold
limit and unequal shifting of customers from one channel to
another which leads to an improved realistic scenario of dual-
channel supply channel management. Moreover, due to the
speculative fluctuation of demand, estimation becomes dif-
ficult task for the decisionmakers. Some factors such as selling
price lead to a variation in demand along with uncertainty.
'erefore, the decision makers should consider the proba-
bilistic uncertainty with the sensitivity of various factors such
as selling price in demand expression.

'e study concluded that implementing the dual-channel
supply chain policy, the company receives the personally
customized demands of the customers along with standard
product which increases the trust of the customers on firm.
Moreover, if the firm adopts the centralized policy in that
case, it can manage the complete profit parameters that are
related to product after studying the market which helped in
increasing the overall profit of the firm. 'is paper clearly
depicted that if the selling price of standard product is ex-
travagant when compared to customized product, then the
firm slowly moves towards losses, whereas if the selling price
of customized product is overpriced in comparison to
standard product, then the dual-channel supply chain model
behaves like the single-channel model. As a result, customers
start preferring standard product over customized product.
Moreover, if the difference between the selling prices of the
standard product and customized product is less than pre-
assigned threshold value, then there is an indistinct shifting of
customers. 'is paper also revealed that the selling price of
standard product is the most sensitive cost parameter in the
model. Accordingly, the least sensitive parameters are the
setup costs for the manufacturer for both channels.
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'e present study is limited to some aspects such as absence
of multiple retailers, strategy to reduce setup and ordering costs,
implementation of vendor managed inventory (VMI) or con-
signment policy, integrating towards a sustainable development,
and many more. 'erefore, there is a significant scope of ex-
tension of this study. Considering a multiretailer dual-channel
supply chain system [51, 52], a fair competition among all retail
channels can be shown. 'e centralized supply chain profit can
be improved by reducing several cost components. 'us, large
cost components such as setup or ordering cost may also be
diminished by an efficient investment strategy [50].'e study of
VMI and consignment contracts has been supervised by many
researchers in recent years [37, 58]. 'is agreement allows
manufacturers to take the ownership of its products even after
shifting to the retailer’s end. A VMI or consignment contract
under dual-channel centralized supply chain with the modified
customization policy can be an innovative research to be
concerned. Furthermore, considering a humanitarian supply
chain and social and environmental sustainability, the studies of
Nandra et al. [59] and Nandra et al. [60] are one of the virtuous
ways of extension of this study.

Appendix

A. Derivation of the Selling Price of
Standard Product

Markup � selling price(for retailer) − cost price(for retailer)
cost price(for retailer) ,

m � P − Cr
Cr

,

mCr + Cr � P � Cr(1 +m) � Cr(1 +m)
2,

P � Cp(1 +m)
2.

(A.1)

B. Proof of Proposition 1

E(M − R)+ � |M − R| +(M − R)
2

,

E(M − R)+ ≤

���������
E(M − R)2

√
+ E(M − R)

2
.

(B.1)

Consider M � D
��
L
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+X summation of variability and

randomness:
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(B.2)

where R � DL + kσ
��
L

√
is a safety factor:

E(M − R)+ ≤
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E(DL +X − DL + kσ
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2
. (B.3)

In this case, we consider worst possible distribution of
random variable Dr with mean DL and standard deviation
σ
��
L

√
. We get
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2

 .
(B.4)
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C. Proof of Proposition 2

'e Hessian matrix H for dual-channel supply chain is as
follows:

H1 �

z
2∇D
zQ2

r

z
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'e first-order principal minor of |H1| is
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'e second-order principal minor of |H1| is
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'e third-order principal minor of |(H1)3,3|(Q∗r ,Q∗d ,k∗) is
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We see that all the principal minors of the Hessian
matrix are negative. Hence, the Hessian matrix H1 is neg-
ative definite at (Q∗r , Q∗d , k∗). 'erefore, the total expected
dual-channel profit function attains its global maximum at
(Q∗r , Q∗d , k∗).

D. Proof of Corollary 1

'e Hessian matrix H for single-channel supply chain is as
follows:
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We see that all the principal minors of the Hessian
matrix are negative. Hence, the Hessian matrix H1 is neg-
ative definite at (Q∗r , k∗). 'erefore, the total expected
single-channel profit function attains its global maximum at
(Q∗r , k∗).
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